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An effective fragment model is developed to treat solvent effects on chemical properties and
reactions. The solvent, which might consist of discrete water molecules, protein, or other material,
is treated explicitly using a model potential that incorporates electrostatics, polarization, and
exchange repulsion effects. The solute, which one can most generally envision as including some
number of solvent molecules as well, is treated in a fully ab initio manner, using an appropriate level
of electronic structure theory. In addition to the fragment model itself, formulae are presented that
permit the determination of analytic energy gradients and, therefore, numerically determined energy
second derivatives ~hessians! for the complete system. Initial tests of the model for the water dimer
and water-formamide are in good agreement with fully ab initio calculations. © 1996 American
Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~96!02428-2#
I. INTRODUCTION
The vast majority of chemical processes occur in solu-
tion, on surfaces, and at the active sites of enzymes. There-
fore, the development of predictive quantum chemistry-
based methods to study conformational energetics, molecular
stabilities, electronic properties, and chemical reactivities,
and dynamical behavior of molecules in the condensed phase
is a high priority. Several approaches for treating processes
in solution using quantum chemistry have been proposed.
Currently, the most widely used methods employ a con-
tinuum treatment of the bulk solvent through the quantum
mechanical implementation of Onsager’s reaction field
model1 via a modified molecular Hamiltonian that couples
the electric field of the solute molecule to the bulk polariz-
ability of the solvent.2–5 The quantum mechanical implemen-
tation commonly involves a bulk dielectric constant for the
solvent and a spherical or elipsoidal cavity surrounding the
solute molecule. More sophisticated methods use more com-
plex cavity shapes.6 Other condensed-phase methods use
more structured approaches that account for the influence of
surrounding ‘‘perturber’’ molecules by introducing point
charges7 or a combination of point charges and atomic
polarizabilities8 into the Hamiltonian of the molecule being
treated quantum mechanically. Warshel and co-workers9
have developed methods which include the dynamical effects
of nearby solvent molecules through a Langevin dipole for-
malism. Recently, several groups have introduced hybrid
methods which couple quantum mechanical calculations to
molecular dynamics using either classical force fields for
large systems10 or quantum mechanical forces for small
clusters.11
In this paper, we present an ab initio computational
approach12 to describing molecular systems in the presence
of nonbonded, perturbing solvent molecules. The method,
which is in the spirit of earlier work by Fo¨rner and
co-workers,13 Ohta, et al.14 and recently discussed by van
Duijnen and co-workers,15 makes use of perturbing Hamilto-
nians that are referred to as effective fragment potentials
~EFP!. These potentials, firmly based in quantum mechanics,
are intended to replace molecules or molecular fragments in
ab initio electronic structure calculations, and thus allow the
use of larger and more realistic model systems in the study of
condensed phase chemistry, molecular interactions at sur-
faces, or enzymatic reaction mechanisms. In their present
form, the EFP’s simulate the most important nonbonded en-
ergy terms in van der Waals or hydrogen bonded complexes,
including Coulomb interactions, polarization, and exchange
repulsion. The EFP’s are used to replace one or more ‘‘spec-
tator’’ molecules ~e.g., solvent! in complex systems in order
to investigate the properties of ‘‘active’’ molecules ~e.g., sol-
ute! in the presence of the perturbing spectators. Comparison
with past efforts of this general type will be made as appro-
priate in the discussion below. A potential extension of this
method is the subdivision of a single molecular species ~e.g.,
a polymer! into ‘‘active’’ and ‘‘spectator’’ fragments.
In the EFP model, the electrostatic potential of a specta-
tor molecule is included as a one-electron term in the quan-
tum mechanical Hamiltonian of the active part of the system.
a!Current address: MLPJ, Materials Directorate, Wright Laboratory, Wright-
Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433.
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An accurate, but relatively compact, representation of the
electrostatic potential in the important interaction regions is
achieved using a distributed multipolar analysis ~DMA! of
the spectator charge distributions16,17 multiplied by distance-
dependent cutoff functions to account for charge penetration
effects. The polarization of the spectator molecules by the
electric field of the active molecules is treated by a self-
consistent perturbation model employing bond and lone pair
dipole polarizabilities extracted from finite-field perturbed
Hartree–Fock calculations on isolated spectator molecules.18
The exchange repulsion between the active and spectator
molecules is also modeled by one-electron terms in the
active-space Hamiltonian that have the form of simple
Gaussian functions located at the spectator atom centers. The
Gaussian functions are optimized by fitting interaction en-
ergy components of prototypical complexes.
A prime motivation for the development of the effective
fragment method as outlined above and detailed below has
been its firm foundation in quantum mechanics. The Hamil-
tonian used to describe the system embodies the essential
physics. Consequently, there is a clear path for systemati-
cally improving the model by removing the approximations
invoked in its implementation.
The methods used to construct each of the EFP compo-
nents are described below, along with the results of various
test calculations that are compared to ab initio data obtained
from reduced variational space ~RVS!19 decompositions of
molecular interaction energies into electrostatic, polarization,
and exchange-repulsion contributions.
The remaining intermolecular interactions that are not
currently addressed in the EFP approach are charge transfer,
dispersion, and other interactions occurring at higher orders
in perturbation theory. The energetics of these extra compo-
nents may be treated by explicit nonquantum mechanical
atom–atom force fields or by adjustment of the repulsive
potentials as discussed below.
The formalism to permit relaxation of the positions and
orientations of the fragments relative to the solute is also
developed in this paper. The effective fragment potential is
then used to find the minimum energy geometry of test
solute–solvent ~active-spectator! systems.
II. ELECTROSTATIC INTERACTIONS
A. Distributed multipoles
The electrostatic interaction between two polar mol-
ecules often dominates the total interaction energy and ac-
counts for a large part of the anisotropy of the interaction
energy surface.20 Methods for the inclusion of external elec-
trostatic perturbations in quantum mechanical calculations
have been developed previously.7 Atom-centered fractional
charges are the simplest models to implement. However, a
more accurate representation is desirable, since the electro-
static interaction has the largest magnitude and longest range
of the intermolecular interaction energy components. Recent
investigations suggest that simple atom-centered point
charge representations of molecular charge distributions can-
not provide an accurate description of the electrostatic poten-
tial at typical hydrogen-bonding distances.21 Alternatives are
partial charges distributed over many points, or multipolar
expansions at several points. The distributed partial charge
approach requires the optimization of both the charges and
their positions by fitting quantum mechanically derived elec-
trostatic potentials for prototypical spectator molecules.
Various multicenter multipolar representations have been
proposed which can be derived directly from the molecular
wave function, and can form the basis of a relatively com-
pact representation.16,17,22–24 Many of these distributed mul-
tipolar analyses are related to atoms and bonds. This pro-
vides some hope for transferability from one system to
another and the establishment of functional group libraries of
representative electrostatic potentials.
The electrostatic interaction between the electronic dis-
tributions of an active molecule and a spectator can be evalu-
ated from the quantum mechanical wave functions by
EAS
coul52E CA*~ i !VScoul~ i !CA~ i !dri ,
VS
coul~ i !52E CS*~ j ! 1ri j CS~ j !dr j , ~1!
where CA is the wave function of the active molecule and
CS is the wave function of the spectator molecule. Following
Buckingham,20 if the charge distribution of the spectator is
expanded in multipoles about an expansion point, C , and if
the active and spectator species are not overlapping, the cou-
lomb operator may be rewritten as a one-electron potential:
VS
coul~ i !5 (
x8
x ,y ,z FNS
riC
m
x8
S Fx8~riC!G
2
1
3 (
x8,x9
x ,y ,z
@Qx8x9
S F
x8x9
8 ~riC!#
2
1
15 (
x8,x9,x-
x ,y ,z
@Vx8x9x-
S F
x8x9x-
9 ~riC!#2••• ,
~2!
where NS is the number of electrons in the spectator frag-
ment, m, U, and V are the dipole, quadrupole, and octupole
moments, respectively, of the spectator fragment, and F , F8,
and F9 are the electric field, field gradient, and field second
derivative operators ~due to the active fragment! at the point
C .
If the multipole expansion is carried out at a single point,
the exact representation of the electrostatic potential of an
arbitrarily shaped spectator molecule is slowly convergent.
However, for a wave function expanded in a gaussian basis
set, Rabinowitz, et al.24 have shown that the electrostatic po-
tential can be represented as a distribution of finite multipo-
lar expansions centered at the origins of the gaussian primi-
tive products that comprise an expansion of the molecular
density. As shown by Boys,25,26 any product of Gaussians is
itself a Gaussian centered at an origin that is determined by
the locations of the original Gaussians. The maximum order
of the multipole expansion is the resultant angular momen-
1969Day et al.: Fragment method for solvent effects
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tum quantum number of the product Gaussian ~e.g., s50,
p51, d52, etc.!. This approach gives a finite exact expan-
sion for a general ab initio density. However, for large basis
sets and large collections of spectator molecules, this type of
distributed expansion becomes unwieldy. So, it is useful to
consider other, more compact, distributed multipolar expan-
sions and compare these to the Rabinowitz expansion, Vmult .
In Table I, some numerical values are presented for the elec-
trostatic potential near the van der Waals envelope of the
formamide molecule. The quantities were derived from a
single configuration Hartree–Fock wave function27 expanded
in a compact effective potential, CEP-31G double-zeta basis
set,28 augmented with standard d polarization functions ~ex-
ponent 0.8! on the non-H atoms.
Fitted partial charges, or charges and dipoles, located at
the nuclei were obtained by an unweighted least squares fit
to the ab initio potential on a diffuse grid of points.29 The
fitted potentials converge reasonably quickly, but there are
indications that either atomic quadrupoles or additional ex-
pansion points may be required to achieve a uniform accu-
racy better than 1 kcal/mol/charge at van der Waals dis-
tances. The fitting procedure becomes more cumbersome for
higher-order multipoles, and the optimized quantities are
substantially dependent on the chosen grid.
A method proposed by Lavery et al.30 for obtaining dis-
tributed multipolar expansions directly from localized mo-
lecular orbital ~LMO!26 densities is an attractive option, be-
cause it holds the promise of transferability from simpler to
more complex systems, at least at the functional group level.
The electron density of each LMO is used to generate a
multipolar expansion at its centroid, or center of charge.
However, the LMO multipolar expansions are not suffi-
ciently converged ~Table I!, even at the octupole level, to
guarantee high accuracy in the electrostatic potential at van
der Waals distances.
Stone16,17 has proposed the distributed multipolar analy-
sis ~DMA! method for obtaining distributed multipolar ex-
pansions. Like the Rabinowitz model, the DMA may be ap-
plied to any molecular density that is expanded in primitive
Gaussian products, and it is not restricted to Hartree–Fock
wave functions. The model consists of a user-defined set of
centers about which subsets of densities from the molecular
density matrix are expanded. For a Gaussian wave function,
each Gaussian product density is expanded in multipoles at
the DMA expansion center that is closest to its origin. For
optimum convergence, the expansion centers are chosen so
that densities are roughly localized and spherical around the
assigned points. Stone et al.17 have recommended using the
atom positions and bond midpoints as expansion centers. The
individual moments accumulated at an expansion point are
basis set dependent, but the overall description of the mo-
lecular electrostatic potential is found to be quite acceptable.
The Stone DMA analysis appears to give a well-converged
representation of the electrostatic potential if the expansions
are carried through quadrupoles and if both bond midpoints
and atom positions are used as expansion centers. Octupole
terms appear to be necessary if the expansion points are re-
stricted to atom positions alone ~denoted atomic DMA in
Table I!. Hydrogen atoms usually exhibit rapid multipole
convergence. In Appendix A,31 the formulas are given for
the interaction energy of an ab initio charge distribution with
a collection of multipole points carried out through octu-
poles.
The ease with which the DMA expansion may be ob-
tained from any molecular wave function, and the accuracy
of the DMA representation, make it the method of choice for
all subsequent discussions in this work.
B. Charge penetration
The distributed multipolar expansion of a molecular
electrostatic potential is convergent only at infinite distances
from the molecule. At all other distances, the electronic con-
tribution to the potential is affected by penetration of the
molecular electron density. As a probe charge penetrates the
electron density, interactions with the atomic nuclei become
unshielded. For a neutral atom, the total electrostatic poten-
TABLE I. The multipolar electrostatic potential of formamide Vmult in kcal/mol/charge at selected points and
the deviations from it using several more compact models.
Electrostatics
Model
No. expan.
points
Max. order
of multipole
Selected points
A B C D E
Vmult 288 3 51.66 37.90 233.26 270.51 255.02
Atomic fitted 6 0 27.20 0.28 23.28 25.54 12.09
multipoles 6 1 24.86 21.89 3.13 21.46 21.36
LMO multipoles 9 2 21.58 12.16 11.56 8.57 22.28
LMO multipoles 9 3 21.95 18.27 14.57 8.65 26.92
Atomic DMA 6 2 24.70 2.90 27.52 1.71 23.66
~DMA1! 6 3 0.27 20.84 0.78 21.31 21.22
Atoms1bonds 11 1 223.70 23.57 8.41 222.29 12.28
DMA~DMA2! 11 2 20.75 0.93 1.78 20.39 1.20
DMA~DMA2! 11 3 20.14 0.02 0.12 0.07 0.50
1970 Day et al.: Fragment method for solvent effects
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tial at a distance r from the nucleus, including charge pen-
etration effects, can be represented simply by
Vcoul~r !5
Z
r
2Fpen~r !
Z
r
, ~3!
where Z is the atomic number and Fpen(r) is a distance
dependent multiplier that reduces the electronic contribution
at finite distances. The first term in Eq. ~3!, the nuclear con-
tribution, is exact at all distances for a point nucleus. The
second term, the electronic contribution, must become ex-
actly equal to the nuclear contribution as r approaches infin-
ity for a neutral atom.
An example of the penetration function, Fpen, is shown
in Fig. 1 for the electrostatic potential of the oxygen atom
using a 6-31G32 Hartree–Fock wave function. Since the pen-
etration effect is fairly short-range, the molecular DMA ap-
proximation is accurate at van der Waals distances. How-
ever, when the DMA expansion is included in the
Hamiltonian of an active molecule, the electron density pen-
etrates close to the DMA expansion centers. Since the elec-
trostatic interaction is an integral over the density as shown
in Eq. ~1!, the penetration effect, if uncorrected, can be a
source of substantial errors in the EFP. Since the nuclei of an
active molecule do not approach the spectator too closely,
the dominant effect of the penetration is in the electron–
electron repulsion part of the interaction. Thus, the exact
electrostatic interaction is always more attractive than the
uncorrected DMA approximation.
The functional behavior exhibited in Fig. 1 suggests that
a reasonable way to include these effects in the EFP model is
to multiply each DMA expansion by an exponential cutoff,
or ‘‘screening’’ function of the form
Fk
pen51.02cke2akr
2
. ~4!
A Gaussian function has been chosen to simplify the inte-
grals required for calculating the energy. The coefficients
and exponents for each DMA center are optimized by fitting
the exact ab initio electrostatic potential of a prototype mol-
ecule on a diffuse grid of points surrounding the molecule
~see below!. The effect of penetration33 on the electrostatic
interaction is illustrated in Fig. 2 for the formamide/water
complex in four locally optimal hydrogen bonding
orientations.34 The Hartree–Fock molecular wave functions
of the two molecules were calculated individually using
CEP-31 G1d28 basis sets. The ab initio Coulomb interaction
between the molecules was evaluated using nonorthogonal
molecular Hartree–Fock wave functions. In the DMA calcu-
lations, the water electron density was replaced by distrib-
uted multipolar potentials. The unscreened DMA results
~Fig. 2! systematically underestimate the electrostatic attrac-
tion for all conformers by as much as 20%. Similar results
have been found for many other complexes.35 Multiplying
each water DMA expansion by an optimized penetration
function @Eqs. ~3! and ~4!# dramatically improves the agree-
ment with the ab initio results ~Fig. 2!.
Other authors have discussed the importance of overlap
and penetration effects in calculating electrostatic interac-
tions. Ohta et al.14 used a functional form similar to Fpen in
their effective fragment potential method, but the screening
is only indirectly involved in the important intermolecular
interactions. Hall and co-workers36 developed a method for
fitting the compact parts of molecular electronic charge dis-
tributions while retaining the density matrix description of
the most diffuse parts. This accounts for overlap penetration
effects in electrostatic interactions in a qualitatively correct
manner. We have found that the DMA method, when cor-
rected for penetration effects, consistently reproduces ab ini-
tio intermolecular electrostatic interactions in the EFP
method with errors <5% at van der Waals distances, and
with much smaller errors at longer distances. Thus, the radial
and angular features of hydrogen bonding, which depend
strongly on electrostatic interactions, can be reproduced ac-
curately without introducing a semiempirical component.
Other, more complex penetration functions have been tested,
including nonspherical Gaussian functions and forms which
FIG. 1. Illustration of the penetration function in the electrostatic term @see
Eq. ~3!#.
FIG. 2. Calculations of the interaction between formamide and water at the
configurations of Fig. 5.
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include modification of the nuclear contribution to the poten-
tial. While these resulted in improvements in calculated en-
ergies in some cases, the simple single Gaussian cutoff
model appears to be adequate for most EFP applications.
More details are given in Appendix A.31
C. Interfragment interactions
If more than one spectator fragment is used, the electro-
static interactions between these fragments must be included
in the model. Since the spectator fragments are modeled by
multipolar expansions, simple classical interactions between
these multipoles can be used in a manner consistent with the
rest of the model, i.e., the point charges, dipoles, quadru-
poles, and octupoles in each fragment will interact with those
in the other fragments. For interfragment interactions both
pieces need to be damped to account for charge penetration.
The damping term can be thought of as spreading out the
charge over a gaussian distribution, and the interaction en-
ergy can be obtained by integrating over these distributions.
The result for the charge–charge interactions involves the
error function. This and other details are given in Appendix
B.31
III. POLARIZATION
Many analyses of hydrogen bonding interactions have
shown that electronic polarization can contribute as much as
20% of the total interaction energy. In the EFP method, the
polarization of the active molecules by the electric fields of
the perturbing spectators occurs through the inclusion of per-
turber DMA electrostatic potentials in the active Hamil-
tonian. To model the polarization of the perturbers by the
electric field of the active molecules, we introduce a set of
spectator polarizabilities that interact with the active mol-
ecule electric fields. The induced moments that result from
spectator polarization are then added to the active Hamil-
tonian, and these in turn repolarize the active molecule wave
function. This process is iterated to self-consistency.
There are several possible functional representations of
the spectator polarizabilities which have some analogy to the
electrostatic potential representations discussed above. One
possibility is to expand the interaction energy in terms of
multipolar polarizabilities, hyperpolarizabilities, etc. as dis-
cussed by Buckingham:20
Epol5 (
x ,x8,x9,x-
x ,y ,z H 2 12 axx8FxFx82 16 bxx8x9FxFx8Fx9
2
1
24 gxx8x9x-FxFx8Fx9Fx-2
1
3 Ax:x8x9FxFx8x9
8
2
1
6 Bxx8:x-x9FxFx8Fx9x-
8
2
1
6 Cxx8:x-x9Fxx8
8 F
x9x-
8 J , ~5!
where a is the dipole polarizability tensor, b and g are the
first and second dipole hyperpolarizability tensors, and A , B ,
and C are the quadrupole polarizability tensors. Dykstra and
co-workers37 have developed methods to calculate molecular
polarizabilities to any order. An alternative to this single-
expansion-point approach is to use a distribution of point
polarizabilities that may converge more rapidly and may re-
spond more realistically to the spatially nonuniform fields
that arise in molecular interactions. Van Duijnen and
co-workers8 have used distributed atomic polarizabilities in
their structured reaction field work. However, such empirical
polarizabilities are scalar quantities that cannot reproduce the
polarization anisotropy associated with many molecules. The
distributed polarization model developed by Stone38 is rigor-
ous and preferable in theory, but practical implementation
problems limit it to systems characterizable by linear arrays
of polarizable points.
For the EFP method, we use a distributed polarizability
model based on bond and lone pair polarizabilities obtained
from LMO, finite-field Hartree–Fock calculations.26 Pres-
ently, only dipole polarizabilities are used, but, in principle,
the method can be extended to any order of polarization. The
polarizability tensors for representative spectator molecules
are obtained as follows. Four self-consistent field ~SCF! cal-
culations are performed: one with no external perturbations
and three with a small, uniform dipolar field term added to
the one-electron Hamiltonian, oriented along one of three
arbitrary cartesian coordinate axes. The Boys LMO’s26 from
each of the converged finite-field SCF calculations are
equivalent in structure to, but slightly perturbed from, the
zero-field LMO’s. For a closed-shell molecule, the total in-
duced dipole moment ~the difference in the dipole moment
with and without the perturbing field! can be written as a
sum of LMO components:
mW 522(
i
@^x i8urWux i8&2^x i
0urWux i
0&# , ~6!
where x0 and x8 are the unperturbed and perturbed LMO’s,
respectively. An element of the polarizability tensor is re-
lated to the induced moment by
axx85 lim
Fx8!0
mx
Fx8
~7!
where F is the applied field and the x and x8 subscripts refer
to the cartesian components of the respective vectors. When
the LMO expansion ~6! is substituted for m in Eq. ~7!, a
decomposition of the total polarizability into LMO contribu-
tions is obtained:
axx85(i axx8
i
522(
i
lim
Fx8!0
F ^x i8urxux i8&2^x i0urxux i0&Fx8 G . ~8!
Since the induced dipole moment is related to the shift in
the centroids of the LMO’s, the centroids are the natural
origins for the LMO polarizability tensors. This is a well-
behaved decomposition of the molecular polarizability. Un-
realistically large positive or negative components are not
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found except in cases of high symmetry, for which the LMO
centroid positions are not well determined. Special handling
can resolve these cases satisfactorily. It is important to notice
that while the total polarizability tensor for a molecule is
symmetric, the same is not necessarily true for the individual
LMO tensors. Therefore, all nine tensor components must be
used in the polarization calculations. The correct variational
form for the energy in the single fragment case has been
derived in a manner analogous to the derivation by Karelson
and Zerner4 for the self-consistent reaction field energy.
The linear polarizability model ~the induced dipole is
assumed to be a linear function of the applied field! is used;
mW i5a˜ iFW i . ~9!
In Eq. ~9!, mW i is the induced dipole vector at point i , FW i is the
electric field vector at point i , and a˜ i is the corresponding
polarizability tensor. In the current implementation of the
effective fragment method, the number of induced dipoles
included on each solvent molecule is determined by the num-
ber of valence molecular orbitals it has. An induced dipole is
placed at the centroid of each localized molecular orbital in
the valence shell. Thus, if the solvent is water, four induced
dipoles are included for each solvent ~fragment! molecule.
For just one fragment ~solvent! molecule, the total
change in energy of the system due to polarization is
Epol5E int1Esol , ~10!
E int is the energy due to the interaction of the induced sol-
vent molecule dipoles with the field,
E int52(
i
mW iFW iai , ~11!
where FW iai is the field at point i from the ab initio part of the
system; Esol is the energy required to induce the dipoles in
the solvent molecule. Esol has been shown39 to be
Esol5
1
2(i mW iF
W
i
ai ~12!
when the linear polarizability model is used. Thus, the total
polarization energy is
Epol52(
i
mW iFW iai1
1
2(i mW iF
W
i
ai
52
1
2(i mW iF
W
i
ai52
1
2(i ~ a˜ iF
W
i
ai!FW iai . ~13!
The field from the ab initio part can be written
FW i
ai5FW i
nuc1FW i
el5FW i
nuc1^cu fW ieluc&, ~14!
where FW i
nuc is the field from the nuclei in the ab initio part,
FW i
el is the contribution to the field from the electrons in the ab
initio part, fW iel is the electronic field operator, and c is the
electronic wave function. Thus, the polarization energy can
be written,
Epol52
1
2(i @a˜ i~F
W
i
nuc1^cu fW ieluc&!#~FW inuc1^cu fW ieluc&!.
~15!
The contribution from the solvent polarization energy to
the Fock operator in the quantum mechanical self-consistent-
field ~SCF! procedure can be determined using the varia-
tional method. We form the functional
L5E02
1
2(i @a˜ i~F
W
i
nuc1^cu fW ieluc&!#~FW inuc1^cu fW ieluc&!
2W~^cuc&21 !, ~16!
where E0 is the expectation value of H0 ,
E05^cuH0uc&, ~17!
with H0 being the Hamiltonian operator for the ab initio part
plus the contributions from the other two parts of the effec-
tive fragment model, electrostatics and exchange repulsion.
W in Eq. ~16! is the Lagrange multiplier due to the normal-
ization constraint. Variation of Eq. ~16! with respect to wave
function parameters gives
dL5dE02
1
2(i @~ a˜ i1a˜ i
T!~FW i
nuc1^cu fW ieluc&!#
d^cu fW ieluc&2Wd^cuc&
5^dcuH0uc&
2
1
2 (i @~ a˜ i1a˜ i
T!~FW i
nuc1^cu fW ieluc&!#
^dcu fW ieluc&2W^dcuc&1cc50, ~18!
where the superscript T denotes the matrix transpose and cc
indicates the Hermitian conjugate of the preceeding expres-
sion. Thus, the Schrodinger equation for the state uc& is
SH0212(i @~ a˜ i1a˜ i!~FW inuc1^cu fW ieluc&!#fW ielD uc&5Wuc&
~19!
or
SH0212(i ~mW i1mW i†!fW ielD uc&5Wuc&, ~20a!
where
mW i
†5a˜ i
TFW i . ~20b!
The quantum mechanical energy obtained is thus
W5^cuSH0212(i ~mW i1mW i†!fW ielD uc&
5E02
1
2(i ~mW i1mW i
†!^cu fW ieluc&. ~21!
The total energy of the system, obtained by adding Epol to
E0 , is
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E5E02
1
2(i mW i~F
W
i
nuc1^cu fW ieluc&!
5E02
1
2(i mW iFi
nuc2
1
2(i mW i^cu f
W
i
eluc&
5W2
1
2(i mW iF
W
i
nuc1
1
2(i mW i
†^cu fW ieluc&. ~22!
The last term in the final expression is the correction to the
quantum mechanical energy, W , that is necessary in order to
obtain the correct total energy. If the polarizability tensor is
symmetric, this correction term is equivalent to the electronic
part of Esol , the energy required to polarize the solvent ~frag-
ment! molecule.
In the SCF iterations for the active-space wave function,
the induced dipole moments are evaluated using the current
values of the active space electric fields, and they are up-
dated with each SCF iteration. So, the induced dipoles are
made consistent with the active space wave function with
little or no increase in the SCF computation time.
In calculating the induced dipoles in Eq. ~9! there is no
coupling of the induced moments within the spectator mol-
ecule, since the polarizability tensors were determined from
fully coupled Hartree–Fock calculations. This is rigorous for
a uniform dipolar perturbing field, but it is an approximation
for the nonuniform fields encountered in molecular interac-
tions. For systems with more than one spectator molecule,
the induced moments within each molecule depend on the
electric fields of the other spectators as well as the active part
of the system, and the spectator–spectator polarization en-
ergy must be iterated to self-consistency.
In Table II we compare the polarization energy and in-
duced dipole moment predicted by the distributed LMO po-
larizability model with Hartree–Fock results. Ab initio SCF
calculations of the polarization of formamide by water and
vice versa were carried out with one of the hydrogen-
bonding partners replaced by a DMA expansion ~uncorrected
for penetration effects!. Comparative classical calculations
were then carried out with the ab initio molecule replaced by
either distributed LMO point polarizabilities or a single point
polarizability at the center-of-mass ~CM!. The distributed
polarizability model reproduces the ab initio SCF polariza-
tion energy results and the induced dipole moments to within
10% or less. Note also that the polarization energy can be
substantial and that both partners contribute to the total in-
duction effect. Overall, the distributed LMO approach is en-
ergetically more accurate than the single CM polarizable
point model.
When more than one solvent ~fragment! molecule is in-
cluded in the calculation, the interfragment interactions must
be included in the polarizability energy. The induced dipole
and the total polarization energy are still given by Eqs. ~9!
and ~10!, respectively, but, in this case, the expression for the
interaction energy, Eq. ~11!, becomes
E int52(
i
mW iFW iai2(
i
mW iFW iefp2(
i
(j.i mW iF
W
i
m j
, ~23!
where FW i
efp is the field at the polarizable point i due to the
static multipoles in the other fragments, and FW i
m j is the field
at point i from the induced dipole j , where j and i are not in
the same fragment. The last term is the induced dipole-
induced dipole interfragment interaction, and the sum over j
is restricted to avoid double counting this interaction. Note
that
mW iFW im j5mW jFW jmi , ~24!
so that Eq. ~23! can be written
E int52(
i
mW iFW iai2(
i
mW iFW iefp2 12(
i
mW iFW im , ~25!
where
FW i
m5(j F
W
i
m j ~26!
is the field at i from the induced dipoles in all the other
fragments. The total field at i is given by
FW i
tot5FW i
ai1FW i
efp1FW i
m5^cu fW ieluc&1FW inuc1FW iefp1FW im ,
~27!
so Eq. ~25! can be written,
E int52(
i
mW iS FW itot2 12 FW imD ~28a!
52(
i
~ a˜ iFW i
tot!S FW itot2 12 FW imD ~28b!
TABLE II. Average magnitudes of the polarization energies Epol ~kcal/mol! and induced dipole moments mind
~Debye! for the distributed LMO polarizability method and the corresponding RMS errors for model results
relative to SCF calculations. The structures are the four locally optimal ab initio formamide–water complexes
~see Fig. 5!.
Induction model
Average model Average model
Epol Error mind Error
Polarizing formamide by water Distributed LMO 22.21 0.07 0.35 0.029
One CM point 0.25 0.084
Polarizing water by formamide Distributed LMO 21.63 0.06 0.19 0.013
One CM point 0.16 0.025
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52(
i
S ~ a˜ iFW itot!FW itot2 12 ~ a˜ iTFim!FW itotD ~28c!
52(
i
S mW iFW itot2 12 mW i8FW itotD ~28d!
52(
i
S mW i2 12 mW i8D FW itot , ~28e!
where
mW i85a˜ i
TFW i
m
. ~29!
Equation ~12! in the multifragment case is
Esol5
1
2 (i mW iF
W
i
tot5
1
2 (i mW i~^cu f
W
i
eluc&
1FW i
nuc1FW i
efp1FW i
m!, ~30!
and the total polarization energy is
Epol52(
i
mW iS FW itot2 12 FW imD1 12 (i mW iFW itot ~31a!
52
1
2 (i mW i~F
W
i
tot2FW i
m! ~31b!
52
1
2 (i mW i~^cu f
W
i
eluc&1FW i
nuc1FW i
efp! ~31c!
52
1
2 (i ~ a˜ iF
W
i
tot!~FW itot2FW im! ~31d!
52
1
2 (i ~mW i2mW i8!F
W
i
tot
. ~31e!
The next step, just as in the single fragment case, is to find
the correct variational operator to include in the quantum
mechanical self-consistent-field calculation. Equation ~16! in
the multifragment case is given by
L5E02
1
2 (i ~ a˜ iF
W
i
tot!FW itot1
1
2 (i ~ a˜ iF
W
i
tot!
FW im2W~^cuc&21 !. ~32!
Next, we need to take the variational of Eq. ~32! with respect
to wave function parameters. The only term in FW i
tot with an
explicit dependence on the wave function is the electronic
term. The quantity FW im has an implicit dependence on the
wave function, because it is a functional of induced dipoles
which are dependent on the wave function. Since the induced
dipoles are made self-consistent, this dependence is a second
order effect and is ignored when taking the derivative. Thus,
the variational equation is
dL5dE02
1
2 (i ~@a˜ i1a˜ i
T#FW i
tot!d^cu fW ieluc&
1
1
2 (i ~ a˜ i
TFW i
m!d^cu fW ieluc&2Wd^cuc&
5^dcuH0uc&2(
i
S 12 mW i1 12 mW i†2 12 mW i8D
^dcu fW ieluc&2W^dcuc&1cc50, ~33!
and the quantum mechanical energy is
W5^cuH02(
i
S 12mW i112mW i†212mW i8D  fW iel)uc&5E0
2(
i
S 12mW i112mW i†212mW i8D ^cu fW ieluc&. ~34!
Thus, in general, when there are any number of fragments,
the total energy is calculated from the expression,
E5W2
1
2 (i mW i~F
W
i
nuc1FW i
efp!
1
1
2 (i ~mW i
†2mW i8!^cu fW ieluc& . ~35!
The neglected terms in the EFP self-consistent polariza-
tion model include nonlinear polarizability terms, dispersion
terms and more complex higher terms. The nonlinear polar-
izability may certainly be important in many applications,
especially those involving charged species. Dispersion terms
are presumed not to have important electronic structure ef-
fects. This is deduced from the known small values and R27
distance dependence of dispersion-induced dipole moments.
The energetics of dispersionlike interactions might be mod-
eled by including R26 terms as in many force field models,
or by adjustment of the repulsive potentials discussed below.
IV. OVERLAP-DEPENDENT REPULSION
A. Exchange-orthogonality interactions
Strong repulsion between closed-shell molecules occurs
when the electronic charge densities interpenetrate, in the
presence of either attractive or repulsive electrostatic inter-
actions. This phenomenon, which has no classical analog, is
commonly known as the exchange-orthogonality interaction.
The quantum mechanical origin and the magnitude of the
exchange-orthogonality interaction has been discussed in de-
tail by Morokuma and co-workers.40 The dominant effect is
that the charge density in the region of interpenetration is
reduced below the sum of the densities of the unperturbed
systems and increased elsewhere. This leads to a net repul-
sive interaction.41
If the supermolecule wave function, cAS , for two closed-
shell molecules, A and S , is defined as a single product of the
orthogonalized molecular wave functions, then the
exchange-orthogonality interaction between A and S may be
defined as
EAS
exo5F ^Aˆ cAcSuHuAˆ cAcS&
^Aˆ cAcSuAˆ cAcS&
2EA2ESG2EAScoul , ~36!
where Aˆ is the antisymmetrizer, the term in brackets is the
Heitler–London interaction, and EAS
coul is the coulombic inter-
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action energy defined in Eq ~1!. The numerical value of
EAS
exo is dependent on the orientation of the two molecules,
but independent of the orthogonalization method. Within this
definition, it is straightforward to calculate the exchange–
repulsion interaction between two molecular wave functions.
Because of the electron permutation brought about by the
antisymmetrizer, there is no simple local potential that can
be used in the active molecule Hamiltonian to rigorously
account for the exchange–repulsion interaction with the frag-
ment.
B. Repulsive effective potentials
In the EFP method, the quantum mechanical exchange-
orthogonality interaction, EAS
exo
, is modeled by simple repul-
sive effective potentials, VREP, that are centered at specific
points in the effective fragment molecules and included in
the one-electron Hamiltonian of the active fragment. As out-
lined, it is possible to develop VREP that either reproduce
Eexo or which, when combined with the coulomb and polar-
ization terms, reproduce the total quantum mechanical inter-
action energy between the active and effective fragment mol-
ecules. The former definition is used here.
The simplest model for repulsive interactions between
the active and effective fragment molecules is
EAS
REP5^cAuVS
REPucA&, ~37!
where VS
REP is a local one-electron operator positioned on the
effective fragment molecule. The use of a local potential to
model the nonlocal exchange-orthogonality interaction must
be tested extensively, but similar approaches have been used
quite successfully to model core/valence exchange-
orthogonality interactions in atomic effective core
potentials.42
The functional form of VS
REP
, and the method used to
optimize the parameters depends on the definition of EAS
REP
.
In most of the testing described here, EAS
REP is taken as EAS
exo
@see Eq. ~36!#, which is evaluated using zeroth-order ~unper-
turbed! active and spectator wave functions. A linear combi-
nation of Gaussian functions, centered on the effective frag-
ment atomic nuclei, was chosen as a convenient
representation of VS
REP :
VS
REP5(
i51
N
(
k51
kmax
cikGik~ri!, ~38!
where N is the number of atomic nuclei in the effective
fragment molecule, and G is a simple spherical Gaussian,
exp@2ar2#. Angular factors can be introduced by using ei-
ther cartesian Gaussians ~xlymzn exp@2ar2#! or Gaussian
lobe functions with off-center expansions. One could also
introduce multiplicative inverse powers of r as is done in the
atomic effective core potentials.42
The Gaussian exponents, aik , and linear coefficients,
cik , in Eq. ~38! can be optimized to give the best fit of
EAS
REP to EAS
exo for a collection of interacting geometries of A
and S . For complex active and/or effective fragment mol-
ecules, functional-group-transferable parameters may be op-
timized for smaller prototypes, and the total VS
REP taken as a
sum of functional group potentials.
V. GEOMETRY OPTIMIZATIONS
A. Preliminary considerations
The quasi-Newton-Raphson optimization method in
GAMESS43 has been modified to include the solvent mol-
ecules, represented by effective fragments. Each solvent
molecule is allowed to translate and rotate with fixed internal
geometry. So each solvent molecule adds six degrees of free-
dom to the system. The optimization problem has 3na16ns
total degrees of freedom, where na is the number of atoms in
the solute molecule and ns is the number of solvent mol-
ecules. Of these, 6 are the translational and rotational degrees
of freedom of the entire system, 6ns degrees of freedom are
associated with the loose bonding ~hydrogen bonding or van
der Waals bonding! of the ns solvent molecules to the solute
molecule, and the remaining 3na26 are the vibrational de-
grees of freedom of the solute molecule.
The Newton–Raphson geometry search method is based
on expanding the potential energy in a Taylor series, and
truncating the series at quadratic terms.44 In each step in the
search, each atom is moved in the direction of the force on it
according to
q5H21~x!F~x!, ~39!
where q is the displacement vector from the coordinates
given by the vector x to the new coordinates given by vector
x1 ~q5x12x!, F is the vector of the corresponding forces
with components given by Fi52]E/]xi , and H is the Hes-
sian, or second derivative matrix. E is the the potential en-
ergy function, i.e., the total energy of the molecule excluding
nuclear kinetic energy. Since the surface is in general not
quadratic, Eq. ~39! is applied iteratively to find the mini-
mum. The search method in GAMESS usually uses an ap-
proximate Hessian. When the exact Hessian is used to ini-
tiate the search, approximate updates are generally used in
subsequent steps.
In geometry searches that include effective fragments,
the contribution to the energy from the EFP changes the
derivative of the energy with respect to the solute coordi-
nates. In order to include the solvent ~fragment! molecules in
the geometry optimization, we need the forces on them, so
we must calculate the energy derivative with respect to the
coordinates of the fragment. The energy derivative has been
derived with respect to each multipole expansion point, each
polarizability point, and each exchange repulsion point. The
first derivatives of the energy with respect to the effective
fragment points cannot be used directly in the geometry
search, however, because in the effective fragment model the
internal geometry of the fragments is kept fixed, so we must
constrain the points in a fragment from moving relative to
each other. This is accomplished by combining the forces on
the fragment to give a net force on the fragment and a net
torque around the fragment molecule’s center-of-mass. For
each fragment, the three components of the net force and the
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three components of the net torque are included in the force
vector, F, in Eq. ~39!. Three cartesian coordinates, represent-
ing the translational displacement of the fragment, are in-
cluded in the displacement vector q in Eq. ~39!, correspond-
ing to these three components of the net force. Three angles
of rotation are included as components of q corresponding to
the three components of the net torque. The coordinates used
to displace the fragment molecule are shown in Fig. 3. The
net force on a fragment is obtained by summing the forces on
each fragment point; for example, the x component of the net
force on fragment A is given by
FA ,x5 (j
jPA S 2 ]E]x j D , ~40!
where j denotes a fragment point.
Calculation of the torque on the fragment is more com-
plicated. The contribution to the torque from the interaction
of nucleus N with the fragment monopole q is
tNq5rq3FNq , ~41!
where rq is a vector from the point of rotation ~in this case
the fragment center of mass! to the point of application of the
force ~the coordinates of monopole q!, and FNq is the force
vector for this interaction. However, the standard equation
for the torque does not give the correct torque on dipoles and
higher order multipoles when the force used is the derivative
of the interaction energy. The derivative of a charge-dipole
interaction energy, with respect to a coordinate of the dipole,
gives the net force on the dipole, but this net force does not
include all contributions to the net torque because a dipole
may be thought of as two separated charges of equal magni-
tude and opposite sign. The net force on the dipole is the sum
of the forces on these two charges, so there is some cancel-
lation of the forces in obtaining the net force. If the torque is
calculated using Eq. ~41! and this net force, the requirement
that the net torque on the system be zero is not satisfied.
Figure 4 shows a dipole placed in a uni f orm electric
field, e. The net force on the dipole is zero, but there is a
torque on the dipole in the direction perpendicular to the
plane of the diagram and of magnitude Fd sin u5eqd sin u
5em sin u. In vector form, this torque is given by45
t5m3e, ~42!
where m is the dipole moment vector. In the nonuniform field
of an electric charge, the net force is not zero, but the term
that is needed to correct the torque calculated by Eq. ~41! is
the torque given by Eq. ~42!, so the net torque on a dipole is
given by
tm5r3F1m3e. ~43!
A charge Z produces an electric field Z/R2 at a distance R .
The Cartesian components of the electric field on a dipole
from this charge are
ei5
Zxi
R3 , ~44!
where xi is the ith cartesian coordinate. The formula for the
correct torque on a quadrupole is
tQ5r3F1Q3G, ~45!
Q5QR, ~46!
where Q is the quadrupole matrix and the components of R
are the Cartesian coordinates, xi . The components of G are
Gi5
Zxi
R5 . ~47!
More explicit expressions for the additional terms in the
torque are given in Appendix C,31 including the correction to
the torque on an octupole. The formulas for the torque cor-
rections due to the interfragment electrostatic interactions are
also given in Appendix C.31 The total torque on a fragment is
obtained by summing all these contributions to its torque
from each of the fragment expansion points.
FIG. 3. The coordinates used to move the fragment in geometry optimiza-
tions.
FIG. 4. A dipole of magnitude m5qd placed in a uniform electric field of
magnitude e .
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B. Energy derivatives
1. Analytic gradients in ab initio calculations
The total energy of a molecule ~excluding nuclear ki-
netic energy! is expressed in the molecular orbital ~MO! ba-
sis as
E5(
i
(j g i jhi j1
1
2 (i (j (k (l G i jklgi jkl1VNN .
~48!
VNN is the nuclear repulsion energy, hi j are one-electron
Hamiltonian matrix elements, gi jkl are two-electron matrix
elements, gi j and Gi jkl are the one and two body density
matrices, respectively, and i , j ,k ,l are MO labels. The corre-
sponding expression in the atomic orbital basis ~AO! is
E5(
p
(
q
dpqhpq1
1
2 (p (q (r (s Dpqrsgpqrs
1VNN , ~49!
where dpq and Dpqrs are the one and two body density ma-
trices, respectively, and p ,q ,r ,s are AO labels. The deriva-
tion of the gradient of E is well known,46 so it is not repeated
here. The resulting expression is
Ea5(
p
(
q
dpqhpq
a 1
1
2 (pqrs Dpqrsgpqrs
a 1VNN
a
2(
m
(
i
Lmi(
p
(
q
~cpiSpq
a cq j!, ~50!
where a superscript a indicates a derivative with respect to a
nuclear coordinate xa , cpi is an AO to MO expansion coef-
ficient, Spq is an element of the AO overlap matrix, and Lmi
is a Lagrangian multiplier;
Lmi5S (j g i jhm j1(j (k (l G i jklgm jklD . ~51!
2. Effective fragment contributions to the gradient
The expression for the energy given by Eq. ~49! is modi-
fied to include the contributions from the effective fragments
by making the substitutions
hpq!hpq1Vpq ,
VNN!VNN1VNef1Vefef ,
where
Vpq5^xpuVˆ efuxq& .
Vˆ ef is the operator for the interaction between the fragment
and the electron density, VN
ef is the fragment-nucleus interac-
tion energy, and Vefef is the fragment–fragment interaction
energy. The corrected energy E8 and energy gradient E8a are
E85E1(
p
(
q
dpqVpq1VN
ef1Vef
ef
, ~52!
E8a5Ea1(
p
(
q
dpq
a Vpq1(
p
(
q
dpqVpq
a 1VN
~ef!a
1Vef
~ef!a
. ~53!
The last term in Eq. ~53!, the contribution to the gradient
due to the fragment–fragment interactions, is nonzero only
when there is more than one fragment and when the deriva-
tive is with respect to a fragment coordinate. It is easily
obtained since the terms contributing to the fragment–
fragment interactions all have an analytic form with no de-
pendence on the ab initio electron density. The formulas for
the contributions to Vef
(ef!a are given in Appendix B.31
The next-to-last term in Eq. ~53!, the contribution to the
gradient due to the interaction of the effective fragment po-
tential with the nuclei in the ab initio molecule, can be ex-
pressed as a sum of contributions from electric multipoles
and polarization (VNpa ),
VN
~ef!a5VNq
a 1VNm
a 1VNQ
a 1VNV
a 1VNp
a
, ~54!
where multipoles through octupoles have been included. The
expressions for the contributions to the derivative from the
multipole-nuclei interactions and from the polarization-
nuclei interactions with respect to the nuclear coordinates
and with respect to the fragment coordinates are given in
Appendix A.31
The third term in Eq. ~53! can be written as:
(
p
(
q
dpqVpq
a 5(
p
(
q
dpq~^xp
auVˆ uxq&1^xpuVˆ auxq&
1^xpuVˆ uxq
a&!, ~55!
where xp is an atomic basis function. The first and third
terms in Eq. ~55! contain derivatives of the AO’s and are
treated in the usual manner.46 When the derivative is with
respect to a fragment coordinate, these terms are zero since
the AO’s do not depend on the fragment coordinates. The
second term in Eq. ~55! is zero if the derivative is taken with
respect to the coordinates of the ab initio atoms since the
fragment-electron interaction energy operator is independent
of the nuclear coordinates. When the derivative is taken with
respect to the coordinates of an effective fragment point, the
operator has a mathematical form similar to that for the in-
teraction between the fragment point and the nuclei. These
terms are given for the monopole, dipole, quadrupole, octu-
pole, polarization, and exchange repulsion terms in Appen-
dix A.31 The second term in Eq. ~53! can be handled in the
same way as the analogous term in the ab initio energy de-
rivative, i.e., it is transformed into the last term in Eq. ~50!,
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which involves the derivative of the atomic overlap matrix.
When the derivative is with respect to a fragment coordinate,
this term will be zero since the AO’s do not depend on the
positions of the fragment coordinates. The term Ea, the de-
rivative of the ab initio energy, will also be zero when xa is
a fragment coordinate. Thus, the derivatives with respect to a
fragment coordinate and with respect to a coordinate of an
ab initio atom become, respectively,
E8a5Vef
~ef!a1VN
~ef!a1(
p
(
q
dpq^xpuVˆ auxq&, ~56!
E8a5Ea1(
p
(
q
dpq~^xp
auVˆ uxq&1^xpuVˆ uxq
a&!1VN
~ef!a
.
~57!
Ea is given by Eq. ~50! but differs from the purely ab initio
Ea because the electron-effective fragment interaction terms,
Vmj , are included in the Lagrange multiplier matrix, and
because the orbital coefficients have been changed by the
presence of the effective fragment potential. Explicit expres-
sions for the terms in the derivatives are given in Appendix
A.31
The contribution to the energy gradient from the polar-
izability terms must be derived separately because the polar-
izability energy has a quadratic dependence on the charge
density. In the following derivation, the coordinate x can be
either one of the nuclear coordinates or one of the fragment
coordinates.
Taking the derivative with respect to a coordinate x of
the expression for the polarization energy in Eq. ~15! gives a
component of the energy gradient, i.e.,
]Epol
]x
52
1
2 (i @~ a˜ i1a˜ i
T!~FW i
nuc1^cu fW ieluc&!#
S ]FW inuc
]x
1
]
]x
^cu fW ieluc& D , ~58!
where the superscript T again denotes the matrix transpose.
The derivative of the nuclear field is obtained easily from the
formula for the electric field produced by a dipole. In the
Hartree–Fock method, the wave function is expanded as a
Slater determinant of MO’s, fn ,
c5uf1f2•••fn&, ~59!
and the MO’s are expanded in AO’s, xp , which are con-
tracted Gaussian basis functions, i.e.,
fn5(
p
cpnxp . ~60!
Then, the expectation value of the electronic field operator is
^cu fW ieluc&5(
n
(
m
gnm~ fW iel!nm5(
p
(
q
dpq~ fW iel!pq ,
~61!
where gnm is the MO density matrix, dpq is the AO density
matrix, and ( fW iel)nm and ( fW iel)pq are the matrix elements of
fW iel in the MO and AO basis, respectively. The derivative of
this term is then
]
]x
^cu fW ieluc&5(
p
(
q
]dpq
]x
~ fW iel!pq
1(
p
(
q
dpq
]~ fW iel!pq
]x
. ~62!
The second term in Eq. ~62! must be evaluated using the
chain rule to expand it into three terms. The methods for
evaluating these terms are straightforward. When Eq. ~62! is
substituted into Eq. ~58!, the factor multiplied by the deriva-
tive of the density matrix is equal to the contribution to the
Fock operator,
2
1
2 (i ~mW i1mW i
†!fW iel ,
Thus, this term is part of the Lagrange multiplier matrix and
the entire term involving the density matrix derivative is
transformed into a term involving the derivative of the over-
lap matrix.
In order to derive the expression for the contribution to
the energy gradient from the polarization energy in the mul-
tifragment case, Eq. ~31c! for the polarization energy is re-
written,
Epol52
1
2 (i @a˜ i~^cu f
W
i
eluc&1FW i
nuc1FW i
efp1FW i
m!#
~^cu fW ieluc&1FW inuc1FW iefp! ~63!
52
1
2 (i F a˜ iS (pq dpq~ fW iel!pq1FW inuc1FW iefp1FW imD G
S (
rs
drs~ fW iel!rs1FW inuc1FW iefpD . ~63b!
This expression for the energy is expanded, and the gradient
component is given by
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]Epol
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The four terms in this expression containing the derivative of the density matrix can be written
2
1
2 (i H ~ a˜ i1a˜ iT!F(rs drs~ fW iel!rs1FW inuc1FW iefpG1a˜ iFW imJ (pq ~ fW iel!pq ]dpq]x ~65a!
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52(
i
H 12 mW i1 12 mW i†2 12 mW i8J  (pq ~ fW iel!pq ]dpq]x . ~65d!
As in the single fragment case, this term is the contribution to the Fock operator multiplied by the density matrix derivative and
therefore becomes part of the Lagrange multiplier matrix and is transformed into a term involving the overlap matrix derivative
rather than the density matrix derivative. The rest of the terms in Eq. ~64! can be written
(
i
H 2 12 ~mW i1mW i†!F(pq dpq ]~ fW i
el!pq
]x
1
]FW i
nuc
]x
1
]FW i
efp
]x G
1
1
2 FFW im ]mW i]x 2S (pq ]dpq]x a˜ i~ fW iel!pqD FW im2mW i† ]FW i
m
]x G J . ~66!
Evaluation of the terms in the first set of square brackets is straightforward. The formulas are obtained from Eqs. ~A16! and
~A22! in Appendix A31 and Eqs. ~B10!, ~B15!, and ~B16! in Appendix B.31 Note that the field from the other induced dipoles
is a linear combination of the other induced dipoles,
FW i
m5(
j*
k˜i jmW j , ~67!
where the asterisk indicates that the sum is only over polarizable points j that are not part of the same fragment as point i , and
each ki j is a 333 matrix whose elements are given by Eq. ~B19! in Appendix B.31 So, the expression in the second set of
square brackets in Eq. ~66! can be written
(
i
(
j*
1
2 F ~k˜i jmW j! ]mW i]x 2~k˜i jmW j!H a˜ i(pq ~ fW iel!pq ]dpq]x J 2mW i† ]~k˜i jmW j!]x G ~68a!
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(
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2 F ~k˜i jmW j! ]mW i]x 2~k˜i jmW j!H a˜ i(pq ~ fW iel!pq ]dpq]x J 2mW i†S ]k˜i j]x mW j D 2mW i†S k˜i j ]mW j]x D G ~68b!
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i
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1
2 F2k˜i jmW ja˜ i(pq ~ fW iel!pq ]dpq]x 2mW iS ]k˜i j]x mW j D G . ~68c!
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If the polarizability tensors are symmetric, then mW i
† 5 mW i , and since i and j sum over the same points, the first and last
terms in expression ~68b! cancel, yielding ~68c!. If the polarizability tensors are not symmetric, these two terms do not subtract
out, and this method does not give an exact analytic gradient when there are multiple fragments. In practice, the polarizability
contribution is small and this error in the gradient is not a severe limitation in geometry optimizations, but the use of
symmetric polarizability tensors is recommended. The rest of this derivation assumes that the polarizability tensors are
symmetric.
The last term in Eq. ~68c! is identical to the gradient of the fixed dipole–dipole interaction energy, and could be evaluated
either by Eq. ~B15! or by using Eq. ~B20! for (]k˜i j)/(]x). The first term in Eq. ~68c! can be written
(
i
(
j*
1
2 F2k˜i jmW ja˜ i(pq dpqa ~ fW iel!pqG5(i (j* 12 F2k˜i jmW ja˜ i(pq S (r (s cprgrscqsD
a
~ fW iel!pqG ~69a!
5(
i
(
j*
1
2 F2k˜i jmW ja˜ i(p (q (r (s @cpra grscqs~ fW iel!pq1cprgrscqsa ~ fW iel!pq#G . ~69b!
The remainder of this derivation is closely related to that
for the analogous term in the usual ab initio gradient and is
omitted. In the RHF case, the expression in Eq. ~69b! can be
transformed into one involving the derivative of the atomic
overlap matrix, and since the AO’s are independent of frag-
ment coordinates, it is zero. So, the first term in Eq. ~68c! is
zero, leaving just the second term of Eq. ~68c! as the exact
expression for the second line of Eq. ~66!.
VI. VIBRATIONAL ANALYSIS
The Hessian can be calculated numerically from the ana-
lytic first derivatives. When a numerically calculated Hessian
is to be used for vibrational analysis, care must be taken to
ensure that the analysis is accurate. In systems with non-
bonded interactions, numerical Hessian calculations can give
rise to qualitatively incorrect vibrational frequencies, due to
the flatness of the surfaces in these systems. So, extra care
should be taken in determining the stationary point geom-
etry. If a numerical Hessian is to be used in the vibrational
analysis, we recommend ~a! all gradient components be re-
duced to 1025 Hartree/bohr in the optimization step and ~b!
the use of points symmetrically displaced about the station-
ary point when evaluating numerical derivatives. It is also
useful to use two sets of coordinates obtained with two dif-
ferent convergence criteria in two independent numerical
hessian calculations for comparison. When fragment points
are displaced, the two-electron integrals do not have to be
recalculated. Note also that there are six displacements per
fragment, independent of the number of points used to de-
scribe the potential.
VII. SAMPLE EFP CALCULATIONS
A. Water dimer
The effective fragment potential with the new optimiza-
tion method described above is now applied to the water
dimer system, where one water molecule is treated ab initio
and the other water molecule is treated as an effective frag-
ment. This system is small enough to allow comparison with
full ab initio calculations on the water dimer system. Full ab
initio geometry optimizations have been carried out on the
water dimer at the Hartree–Fock level using ~1! the
Dunning–Hay ~DH!47 double-zeta basis, ~2! the DH basis
with d polarization functions on the O atoms, and ~3! the DH
basis with both d polarization functions on the O atoms and
p polarization functions on the H atoms. The calculations are
used for comparison to calculations in which one or the other
of the water molecules has been replaced with an effective
fragment.
The EFP used for the water molecule is described by five
multipole expansion points, four polarization points, and
three exchange repulsion points. The geometry of the frag-
ment water molecule is fixed with bond lengths of 0.9572 Å
and a bond angle of 104.52°. The multipole expansion points
are located at the three nuclei and the two bond midpoints.
Multipoles through octupoles, evaluated from ab initio cal-
culations on the water molecule by the method described by
Stone,16,17 are included in the evaluation of the energy and its
derivatives. The charges and the first, second, and third mo-
ments used in this work are given in Table III. The quadru-
poles and octupoles are obtained from the second and third
moments as described by Buckingham.20 Four polarization
points are used, located at the centroids of the four valence
localized molecular orbitals. The polarizabilities, obtained
from ab initio calculations carried out under the influence of
an electric field, are also given in Table III. Three exchange
repulsion points are included in the effective fragment poten-
tial, one located at each nucleus. The contribution to the
interaction potential from each of these points is given by a
sum of two Gaussians. The parameters in these Gaussian
functions are also listed in Table III.
Since the two water molecules are not equivalent, the
effective fragment method can be tested twice—first with the
effective fragment replacing the water which is a hydrogen
donor, and second with the effective fragment replacing the
hydrogen acceptor water in the hydrogen bond. The water
molecule not replaced with a fragment is treated in a full ab
initio manner with each of the three basis sets listed above.
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Its three atoms are allowed to relax to equilibrium without
constraint. The internal structure of the effective fragment is
kept fixed, but the fragment is allowed to translate and rotate
toward a minimum energy configuration.
Table IV gives the geometric parameters of the equilib-
rium structure obtained in each type of calculation with the
DH(d ,p) basis ~atoms 1–3 are in the donor!. The most im-
portant geometric parameters in the effective fragment cal-
culations are the internal coordinates of the ab initio mol-
ecule. These values are underlined in Table IV. The values
marked with an asterisk are fixed in the effective fragment
method. Table IV indicates that the internal structure of the
‘‘solute’’, or ab initio, water molecule is predicted quite ac-
curately by the effective fragment method. In both effective
fragment calculations, the bond lengths in the solute mol-
ecule agree with those from the full ab initio calculation to
TABLE III. The parameters defining the water effective fragment. The points O1, H3, and H4 denote the position of the oxygen atom and the two hydrogen
atoms in the fragment. The points B13 and B14 are the midpoints of the bonds from the oxygen atom to H3 and H4, respectively. In the charge terms, the
nuclear charge and the electronic charge have been included separately to allow the use of different screening parameters. The points with the nuclear charge
are ZO1, ZH3, and ZH4. a is the exponential parameter in the screening factor and b is the pre-exponential factor.
Multipole coordinates, charges, and screening parameters.
Fragment point X Y Z Charge. a b
ZO1 2.582 78 2.209 67 .241 45 6.000 00 .502 21 10.092 72
ZH3 2.510 75 .4041 7 .158 28 1.000 00 .509 74 24.496 13
ZH4 1.147 30 2.735 32 .191 78 1.000 00 .509 74 24.496 13
O1 2.582 78 2.209 67 .241 45 26.503 26 .499 26 9.179 11
H3 2.510 75 .404 17 .158 28 2.484 05 .510 19 29.337 68
H4 1.147 30 2.735 32 .191 78 2.484 05 .510 19 29.337 68
B13 2.546 76 1.306 92 .199 87 2.264 32 .490 97 1.462 34
B14 .282 26 2.472 49 .216 61 2.264 32 .490 97 1.462 34
Dipoles
Point X Y Z
O1 .295 7 2.210 01 2.021 80
H3 2.002 70 2.000 95 .000 07
H4 .000 01 .002 86 .000 13
B13 2.035 52 .205 64 .010 62
B14 2.206 03 2.034 09 .007 18
Second moments
Point XX YY ZZ XY XZ YZ
O1 24.159 61 24.036 04 24.842 82 .179 08 2.020 97 .028 34
H3 2.244 90 2.223 44 2.246 08 2.001 87 2.000 13 .001 09
H4 2.224 57 2.243 74 2.246 11 .005 21 2.000 68 2.000 11
B13 2.105 96 2.093 49 2.111 04 2.000 24 2.000 23 .000 79
B14 2.094 67 2.104 76 2.111 06 .003 69 2.000 53 .000 13
Third moments
Point XXX YYY ZZZ XXY XXZ XYY YYZ XZZ YZZ XYZ
O1 .885 50 2.594 52 2.069 93 2.256 07 2.022 04 .312 03 2.019 61 .316 26 2224 50 .001 14
H3 2.004 19 .030 28 .000 69 .004 34 .000 24 2.002 59 .001 12 2.001 51 .003 81 2.000 07
H4 2.029 30 2.000 58 .000 54 2.004 41 .000 70 2.005 67 .000 20 2.004 07 .000 18 .000 12
B13 2.118 54 .595 24 .031 53 .199 22 .010 40 2.040 30 .010 54 2.040 83 .197 99 2.000 03
B14 2.602 48 2.084 31 .021 85 2.027 00 .007 30 2.200 60 .007 08 2.200 54 2.026 57 .000 02
Polarizable points: coordinates and polarizabilities. The points are the centroids of the localized molecular orbitals.
Point X Y Z XX YY ZZ XY XZ YZ aP
LMO1 .372 69 2.481 35 .213 19 3.109 18 .694 80 .519 72 .719 24 2.077 50 2.022 46 .7
LMO2 2.525 40 1.218 67 .195 05 .509 06 3.290 34 .523 60 2.185 54 2.007 83 .131 06 .7
LMO3 2.803 17 2.358 92 .763 58 1.186 24 1.335 54 .769 42 .220 43 2.164 69 .127 16 .7
LMO4 2.845 73 2.403 68 2.245 05 1.212 93 1.354 52 .723 84 .197 57 .144 77 2.091 80 .7
Exchange repulsion points: coordinates and parameters. a1 and a2 are the exponential parameters and b1 and b2 are the pre-exponential factors.
Point X Y Z b1 a1 b2 a2
O1 2.582 78 2.209 67 .241 45 .062 22 .224 76 2.033 30 .517 65
H3 2.510 75 .404 17 .158 28 .002 06 .191 24 .084 65 .627 42
H4 1.147 30 2.735 32 .191 78 .002 06 .191 24 .084 65 .627 42
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within 0.001 Å, and the bond angle agrees to better than
0.01°. As for the relative positions of the two molecules,
both of the effective fragment calculations predict a hydro-
gen bond length which is almost 0.03 Å ~1.3%! longer than
that in the full ab initio calculation. The orientation angles
obtained in the effective fragment calculations are generally
within 4° of those obtained in the full ab initio calculation.
Table V gives the interaction energies for the two water
molecules at the equilibrium structures obtained from each
of the three types of calculations with each of the three basis
sets. In the calculations with the best basis set, DH(d ,p), the
interaction energies predicted by the H-donor EF calculation
and by the H-acceptor EF calculation are less than the 5.0
kcal/mol predicted in the ab initio calculation by 0.5 kcal/
mol and 0.3 kcal/mol, respectively. The effective fragment
calculations actually have less basis set dependence than the
ab initio calculations. Thus, when the smallest basis set is
used, the results of EF calculations are closer to the best ab
initio results than the smaller basis ab initio calculations.
This is because the effective fragment potential has been fit
to large basis set calculations, and this accuracy is reflected
in the EF results even when a smaller basis is used. Note also
that when either of the two larger basis sets is used, essen-
tially the same interaction energy is obtained, regardless of
which water molecule is represented by a fragment.
Table VI gives the harmonic vibrational frequencies and
vibrational zero-point energies obtained at each minimum
energy structure. Since only numerical hessians are available
in effective fragment calculations, the accuracy of numerical
hessians was evaluated by computing the Hessian for the full
ab initio system by both the analytic method and the numeri-
cal method. Since the minimum was located accurately ~the
convergence criteria required that the maximum component
of the gradient be less than 1026 Hartree/bohr! and since
symmetrical displacements around the minimum of 0.001
Bohr were used in the numerical hessians, the agreement
FIG. 5. Minimum energy configurations on the formamide–water potential
energy surface, as obtained in full ab initio calculations with the DH(d ,p)
basis using C1 symmetry. The geometrical parameters given correspond to
the minima found by Jasien and Stevens using Cs symmetry. ~a! structure I
from Ref. 4, ~b! structure II, ~c! structure III, and ~d! structure IV of Ref. 4,
which is not a minima, but a saddle point.
TABLE IV. Optimized geometries using the DH(d ,p) basis. Interatomic
distances in angstroms and angles in degrees. Italicized values are the values
of most interest, i.e., the ab initio or solute, coordinates in an EF calculation.
Values marked with a * were fixed by the EF method.
Ab initio
Frag.
H donor
Frag. H
acceptor
r~O1–H2! 0.945 0.944 0.957*
r~O1–H3! 0.945 0.944 0.957*
r~O1–H5! 2.036 2.063 2.061
r~O4–H5! 0.949 0.957* 0.948
r~O4–H6! 0.943 0.957* 0.943
Angle~O4–H5–O1! 177.93 176.59 175.73
Angle~H2–O1–H5! 114.95 118.36 111.89
Dihedral angle ~H2–O1–H5–O4! 260.58 114.00 258.43
Angle~H3–O1–H5! 115.00 118.36 111.89
Angle~H3–O1–H2 106.99 106.99 104.52*
Angle~H6–O4–H5! 106.52 104.52* 106.52
Dihedral angle ~H6–O4–H5–O1! 180.00 0.00 180.00
TABLE V. Interaction energies for water dimer ~kcal/mol!.
DH DH(d) DH(d ,p)
Full ab initio 27.6 25.3 25.0
H donor
replaced by eff. Frag.
26.2 24.7 24.5
H acceptor
replaced by eff. Frag.
25.0 24.7 24.7
TABLE VI. Harmonic Frequencies ~cm21! of water dimer obtained using
the DH(d ,p) basis. ff indicates that a mode was frozen by the effective
fragment method.
Ab initio Fragment
Analytic Numeric H donor H acceptor
1. 134 139 140 135
2. 144 148 155 147
3. 146 152 165 212
4. 170 172 173 217
5. 351 353 334 414
6. 614 615 543 658
7. H acceptor 1757 1757 1761 ff
8. H donor 1783 1783 ff 1791
9. H donor 4118 4118 ff 4135
10. H acceptor 4162 4162 4166 ff
11. H donor 4263 4263 ff 4268
12. H acceptor 4280 4280 4286 ff
Zero-point energy ~kcal/mol!a 2.1 2.2 2.2 2.5
aThis is the correction to the interaction energy due to the vibrational zero-
point energy.
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between the analytic Hessian and the numerical Hessian is
good. The six frequencies associated with the internal coor-
dinates of the individual water molecules agree to better than
1 cm21 between the two fully ab initio calculations, and the
six frequencies associated with relative motion of the two
molecules are higher in the numerical calculation than in the
analytic calculation by 3.7%, 2.8%, 4.1%, 1.2%, 0.6%, and
0.2%, in order of increasing frequency. The harmonic analy-
sis in the EF calculations shows an overestimation of the
frequencies associated with the internal coordinates of the
‘‘solute’’ molecule by 0.2%, 0.1%, and 0.1% when the H
donor is replaced with a fragment and by 0.4%, 0.4%, and
0.1% when the H acceptor is replaced with a fragment. For
the frequencies associated with the relative motion of the two
waters, the H-donor effective fragment calculation agrees
quite well with the full ab initio calculation, except for the
highest of these frequencies, for which the fragment result
~543 cm21! is 12% less than the ab initio frequency. In the
H-acceptor EF calculation, frequencies No. 3, 4, 5, 6 are up
to 40% ~for No. 3! higher than in the numerical ab initio
calculation. This is the main reason that the adjustment to the
vibrational zero-point energy is about 14% ~0.3 kcal/mol!
higher in this calculation than in the ab initio calculation. In
contrast, the H-donor EF frequencies and zero-point correc-
tion agree quite well with the ab initio calculation.
B. Formamide–water
In order to evaluate the more general usefulness of the
EFP for the water molecule, we need to study its interaction
with solute molecules other than water. Formamide–water
can be considered as a simple model for aqueous protein
systems. In the ab initio study by Jasien and Stevens34 four
minima were found on the formamide–water potential en-
ergy surface, within the constraint of Cs symmetry. We have
carried out ab initio geometry optimizations on this system
with the water molecule replaced with an effective fragment.
Since our EF calculations are done in C1 symmetry, we have
performed full ab initio geometry optimizations on this sys-
tem using C1 symmetry. The stationary point structures ob-
tained in these full ab initio calculations @with the DH(d ,p)
basis# are shown in Fig. 5, and are labeled I–IV in corre-
spondence to the minimum energy geometries given in Ref.
34. Table VII, compares the geometric parameters given in
Ref. 34 for the relative orientation of the formaldehyde and
water molecules at these minimum energy structures to the
corresponding parameters obtained in this study, by both full
ab initio calculations and by EF calculations. In the full ab
initio calculations of this study, structure IV from Ref. 34
TABLE VII. Key geometrical parameters in optimized formamide–water
structures. ~All obtained with DZ(d ,p)!. The definition of each parameter is
given in Fig. 5.
Jasien and Stevens
ab initio Cs ~Ref. 9! sym.
Ab initio
C1 sym.
Effective
fragment
I r1 2.161 2.195 2.248
I r2 2.061 2.053 2.219
I a1 138.6 138.6 141.5
I a2 83.7 80.5 82.0
I a3 143.3 146.6 140.5
I a4 110.1 109.8 110.2
II r3 2.029 2.013 2.060
II a5 118.8 104.7 122.4
II a6 169.0 155.0 178.7
III r4 2.121 2.100 2.136
III a7 175.9 175.0 176.4
III a8 178.5 180.0 147.5
IV r5 2.106 2.206
IV a9 121.5 92.7
IV a10 177.1 144.6
TABLE VIII. Internal coordinates of formamide molecule obtained in an ab initio calculation using the
DH(d ,p) basis, and the change in these coordinates caused by a hydrogen bonded water molecule, in configu-
rations I, II, and III of Fig. 3. The changes are given as calculated both by the full ab initio method ~a.i.! and
by the effective fragment method ~e.f.!. Bond lengths are in angstroms and angles are in degrees.
Formamide I a.i. I e.f. II a.i. II e.f. III a.i. III e.f.
r~C1–N3! 1.353 20.009 20.007 20.006 20.006 20.005 20.004
r~O2–C1! 1.196 0.009 0.007 0.007 0.004 0.004 0.004
r~H4–C1! 1.092 20.002 20.001 20.003 20.002 0.000 0.000
r~H5–N3! 0.995 0.005 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 20.001
r~H6–N3! 0.992 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.005 0.004
Angle
~N3–C1–O2! 124.9 000.2 000.2 2000.5 2000.3 000.5 000.5
~O2–C1–H4! 122.3 2001.0 2000.8 2000.4 2000.2 2000.3 2000.3
~N3–C1–H4! 112.8 000.8 000.6 000.9 000.5 2000.2 2000.2
~C1–N3–H5! 119.1 000.1 000.1 000.1 000.1 2000.5 2000.6
Dihedral
~O2–C1–N3–H5! 000.0 001.6 002.6 000.4 2000.3 000.0 000.3
Angle
~C1–N3–H6! 121.3 2000.7 2000.7 2000.1 2000.1 2000.1 2000.1
~H5–N3–H6! 119.6 000.6 000.4 000.0 000.0 000.6 000.7
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was found to be a saddle point rather than a minimum. Thus,
this stationary point was not found in the EF calculations.
In the EF calculations on the three true minima, the
length of the hydrogen bonds between the two molecules is
longer than predicted by the ab initio calculations by just
0.04 ~r4; 2%! to 0.17 ~r2; 8%! Å. The orientational angles
obtained in the EF calculations do not agree exactly with the
ab initio calculations, but they are qualitatively correct. The
geometric parameters of greatest interest, the internal coor-
dinates of the formamide molecule, are compared in Table
VIII. The first column in Table VIII lists the internal coordi-
nates of a lone formamide molecule in its equilibrium con-
figuration, as obtained in an ab initio calculation with the
DH(d ,p) basis, and the other six columns list the change in
these coordinates caused by the presence of a water mol-
ecule. For each of the three minimum energy configurations,
results are listed both from full ab initio calculations and
from EF calculations. While the changes in these coordinates
are small, the EF method consistently predicts nearly the
same perturbation in these internal coordinates as was ob-
tained in the full ab initio calculations.
Table IX lists the interaction energies obtained in Ref.
34 and in this study. For the three minima on the potential
energy surface, the interaction energies obtained in the EF
calculations at the DH~d ,p! level differ from those from the
full ab initio calculations with this basis by 1.6 ~19%!, 0.9
~15%!, and 0.5 ~9%! kcal/mol. Although the EF method un-
derestimates the interaction energies, it does correctly predict
that structure I is considerably more stable ~by 1.6 kcal/mol,
compared to 2.3 kcal/mol in the ab initio case! than struc-
tures II or III, and that structures II and III are comparatively
close in energy. Also, as in the water dimer case, the EF
calculation has less basis set dependence, and thus does bet-
ter than ab initio at the double-zeta level, when compared to
the larger ab initio calculations. The fact that the EFP
method does not do quite as well at predicting the
formamide–water interaction energy as it did at predicting
the water dimer interaction energy may be due to the ex-
change repulsion part of the effective fragment potential,
which was fit to the water dimer interaction. Considering
this, the method does quite well. Since the formamide–water
system is small enough to be treated in a full ab initio cal-
culation, this system could in principle be used to construct
an exchange repulsion potential that might be more accurate
in modeling the hydration of amino acids and larger peptide
systems.
C. Computational time savings
The goal of the EF method is to carry out calculations
that would not be computationally feasible by full ab initio
methods. The test cases considered in this study were chosen
because they are small enough to be carried out by full ab
initio methods, and thus can be used to judge the accuracy of
the EF method. The savings in computational time that the
method gives over full ab initio calculations is also of inter-
est. Table X lists some computational timing information for
minimum energy geometry searches on the water dimer sys-
tem. Of greatest interest is the last column which gives the
average computational time to evaluate the energy and gra-
dient at one geometry. While the full ab initio calculation
averaged just over 100 sec per geometry, the EF calculations
required only about one fifth of this time. The EF method
obtains its time savings by avoiding any two-electron inte-
grals associated with the fragment molecule. Since the num-
ber of two-electron integrals tends to scale with the fourth
power of the number of basis functions in an ab initio cal-
culation, their evaluation becomes the limiting factor in cal-
culations on larger systems. The time savings should be
more dramatic when multiple fragments are included in EF
calculations.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
An effective fragment model has been developed to treat
solvent effects on chemical properties and reactions, in such
a manner that the solvent molecules are treated explicitly
using a model potential that incorporates electrostatic, polar-
ization, and exchange repulsion effects. The solute, which
one can most generally envision as including some number
of solvent molecules as well, is treated in a fully ab initio
manner, using an appropriate level of electronic structure
theory. In addition to the fragment model itself, formulae
TABLE IX. Formamide–water interaction energies ~Kcal/mol!.
Structure
DZ–Jasien and Stevens
ab initio, Cs
DH
Fragment
DZ(d ,p) Jasien and Stevens
ab initio, Cs
DH(d ,p)
ab initio, C1 Fragment
I 211.4 27.5 27.9 28.3 26.7
II 28.0 26.3 25.8 26.0 25.1
III 27.8 25.1 25.2 25.3 24.8
IV 27.3 25.2 26.5a
aThis point is a saddle point, rather than a minimum. Since we did not do a saddle point search in the fragment
calculations, this point was not found.
TABLE X. Timing Information for geometry optimization of the water
dimer using the DH(d ,p) basis. All three of these used the same starting
geometry, that obtained in a full ab initio optimization using a 3-21G basis.
No. geometries Total time ~sec! Time/geometry
Full ab initio 25 2516.2 100.6
H donor Eff. Frag. 21 440.8 21.0
H acceptor Eff. Frag. 18 372.5 20.7
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have been presented that permit the determination of analytic
energy gradients and, therefore, numerically determined sec-
ond derivatives. This will allow the method to be used to
study the effect of solvents on molecular structures and vi-
brational frequencies, to analyze the effects of solvation on
the nature and energetics of transition states, and to study
solvent-modified reaction paths and, subsequently, dynam-
ics.
The initial tests of the EFP method presented here are
encouraging. The model appears to reproduce fully ab initio
potentials well, and therefore to reproduce ab initio struc-
tures, energetics and vibrational frequencies to an acceptable
level of accuracy. Subsequent tests of the method will ad-
dress the possibility of developing transferable potentials so
that many different solvents may be treated with a minimal
effort, the importance of many body effects, and the appli-
cability of the method to excited states and problems that
involve multiple potential energy surfaces.
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